Patients Supported During California Fire
Southern California’s “Station
Fire”, the largest fire in the
recorded history of the
Angeles National Forest, was
officially contained on October
16, 2009. During the fire’s sixweek rampage, Apria’s Emergency Response Plan gave
patients in the affected areas reason to breathe easy.
Upon news of the blaze, all Apria patients within the
fire’s range were contacted and additional oxygen was
supplied to patients who were suffering the effects of
compromised air quality. Regular updates were
provided by Apria area managers. Apria personnel
stayed on alert to ensure quick response times. Thanks
to the Company’s readiness, Apria services and
equipment were able to be efficiently delivered to

patients who had relocated to the homes of friends
and relatives as well as guests of temporary shelters
established for those displaced by the fire.
“Once again, Apria has done a tremendous job with
supporting the operational needs of Kaiser Permanente
of Southern California and servicing our membership
during this unfortunate event. The daily reports, updates
and pro-active approach are greatly appreciated. You
continue to set the standard for other Kaiser Permanente
suppliers regarding the support of business continuity
with our integrated delivery system. Thank you for your
diligence, putting patients first and a job well done.”
– Jonathan S. Van Etten, Director, National Provider
Contracting & Network Management, Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan, Inc. n

Apria COPD Patient Finishes Boston Marathon
One of the best parts of working for Apria is hearing
about exceptional patients who, despite a debilitating
disease, manage to inspire others to overcome life’s
challenges. Last April, Apria patient Stephen Gaudet
and his friend Mike McBride did just that when they
finished the Boston Marathon in just over 7.5 hours.
The two men competed with 16 others in the Mobility
Impaired category. Steve (54) — an asthmatic and
former RT with a Forced Expiratory Volume in the first
second (FEV1) of 37% — jogged and race-walked
with a pocket full of inhalers. Mike, who has severe
COPD, race-walked with two high-flow oxygen tanks
in tow. To see Steve’s blog report on the race go to
http://breathinstephen.com/2009-boston-marathontriprace-report. n

Mike McBride (left) and Stephen Gaudet (right)
“In the span of just 3 years, I had gone from an old outof-shape COPDer who could barely walk a city block …
to achieving what many people said was silly, crazy and
impossible. I was about to finish the Boston Marathon!”
– Stephen Gaudet
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